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Several aspects of radiation damage effects in fusion reactor neutron and
ion irradiation environments are amenable to treatment by transport theory
methods. In this paper, multigroup transport techniques are developed for
the calculation of charged particle range distributions, reflection coef-
ficients, and sputtering yields.

The Boltzmann transport approach described in this paper can be implemented,
with minor changes, in standard neutral particle computer codes. With the
multigroup discrete ordinates code, ANISN, determination of ion and target
atom distributions as functions of position, energy, and direction can be
obtained without the stochastic error associated with atomistic computer
codes such as MARLOWE and TRIM. With the multigroup Monte Carlo code,
MORSE, charged particle effects can be obtained for problems associated with
very complex geometries.

Results are presented for several charged particle problems. Good agreement
is obtained between quantities calculated with the multigroup approach and
those obtained experimentally or by atomistic computer codes.
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CHARGED PARTICLE CALCULATIONS USING
BOLTZMANN TRANSPORT METHODS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work was to investigate the usefulness of numerical
Boltzmann transport methods for the calculation of radiation damage by
energetic ions in structureless materials. A rather complete review of
this subject has been given by Williams.1 Our aim was to evaluate the use
of discrete ordinates and Monte Carlo multigroup computer codes for charged
particle transport problems associated with controlled thermonuclear reac-
tors (CTR). These problems are characterized by light ions (hydrogen and
helium) incident on the inner wall of the CTR, which sputter atoms from the
wall into the plasma. This bombardment results in both the erosion of the
inner wall and the contamination of the plasma.

The interaction of charged particles with amorphous media has been analyzed
by Sigmund2 with a Boltzmann transport model. He used the semi-analytical
moments method3 to solve the Boltzmann equation. This method is restricted
to infinite medium problems in which the differential cross sections can be
represented by simple analytical expressions. These restrictions prevent
the accurate calculation of the sputtered atom distributions that are
produced by light ions. Therefore, although Sigmund's approach is useful for
heavy ion sputtering, it fails to predict sputtering yields accurately for
light ion bombardment.

To treat finite medium problems with arbitrarily complex cross section repre-
sentations, numerical procedures are needed. The most widely used and highly
developed method for numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation is the
discrete ordinates method. "* Although the usual application of this method
has been to neutron and gamma-ray problems, many of the computational algo-
rithms are applicable to ion transport problems as well. It is this simi-
larity that we wish to exploit.

The discrete ordinates method has been applied previously to charged particle
transport problems by Bartine, et al.s In their work, electron distributions
were calculated in matter that is bombarded by highly energetic electrons.
However, several aspects of these calculations are not appropriate to the
analysis of ion slowing down problems:

a. Photon transport, although important for electron slowing
down problems, has a negligible effect on ion slowing
down calculations;

b. Target atom transport, although important for some ion
slowing down problems such as sputtering, was neglected
in the electron transport work.

In our work6 9 the discrete ordinates method is also used. In addition,
several multigroup Monte Carlo calculations were performed. We, like Bartine,
et al, use the continuous slowing down approximation for small angle scat-
tering. However, as will be shown, a somewhat different numerical treatment



of the continuous slowing down term is used. With this approach, good
accuracy can be obtained for problems with a relatively low-order Legendre
expansion of the differential scattering cross section.

BOLTZMANN EQUATION REPRESENTATION OF THE
CHARGED PARTICLE TRANSPORT PROBLEM

In describing our transport approach, a one-dimensional (spatial) model will
be used for simplicity. First consider a particle balance in differential
phase space dx dE dy about the distance into a slab, X, the particle energy,
E, and the particle's direction cosine relative to the X axis, y. By equa-
ting losses from leakage and elastic collisions to gains from inscatter by
elastic collisions, slowing down by electronic interactions, and particle
production, the following form of the Boltzmann transport equation for
charged particles is obtained:5

(1)

f / dE1/ dy'Es(E'->E,y'->y)(KX,E\y'),

where
(j> (X,E,y) = particle flux = (particle speed) * (particle number density)

y ar d x d E d^ = n e t r a t e a t w h l c h particles are lost from dxdEdy
d A by leakage

E (E) = total macroscopic cross section

E (E)(j>(X,E,y)dxdEdy = rate at which particles are lost from dxdEdy by
scattering interactions with the nuclei of the
slab

Q(X,E,y)dxdEdy = rate at which particles originate in dxdEdy from
extraneous sources

E (E'->E,y'->y) = differential (elastic) scattering cross section
s

dE 1/ dyfZ(E'->E,y'-+y)<KX,E',y') dxdEdy

= rate at which particles scatter into dxdEdy from
the slab nuclei

S(E) = electronic stopping cross section



3[S(E)^(X,E,y)] d x d E d u = n e t r a t e a t w h i c h particles slow down into

dxdEdy by interaction with electrons.

For the coupled problem (i.e., ion-target atom or electron-photon problem,
equations of the form of Eq. (1) can be written for the primary particles
(i = 1) and for the secondary particles (i - 2) that are set into motion by
the primaries, i.e.,

3(j).(X,E,y)
+ Z.(EU.(X,E,y)

9X

=Q.(X,E,y)

+ / dE' I dy'Z^E'-E.y'+yH^X.E'.y')

for i = 1, 2,

where
Qi(X,E,u) = <S(X)6(E-Es)6(y-ys),

Q2(X,E,y) = / dE1 /

Jo J -I

Here, £j->2 is the differential cross section for the production of secondary
particles by primary-secondary interactions; EI-H and E2->2 are the scattering
cross sections for primaries and secondaries, respectively; E and y are the
energy and direction cosine of the source ions (primaries) incident on the
X = 0 plane of the slab.

For the sputtering problem, the energetic target atom population multiplies
without bound because

dE' dyo > 1.0 for all E.

However, since secondaries must have energies greater than the minimum surface
binding energy if they are to be sputtered, a finite solution to Eq. 2 can be
achieved. The source term of the target atom equation (i = 2) requires the
prior solution of the ion equation (i = 1). From the solution of the target
atom equation, the sputtering yield is obtained with the following equation.

r r r
I dx/ dE /

Jo J o J-\
SY = / dxl dE/ dy R(X,E,y)4>2(X,E,y), (3)



where "a" is the slab thickness and

R(X,E,y) = -y <5(X)H[E-U(y) ] for y < 0, (4)

= 0 otherwise.

Here H(E) is the Heaviside unit function, and U(y) is the surface binding
energy.2

The formulation adjoint9 to Eqs. (2) and (3) is

a<j>*(X,E,y) *

= R(X,E,y)-S(E)

• / • - / •
J o y_i

8<J>*(X,E,y)

and f o r I ' 1 ' 2 '

r r r
= / dx/ dE/ i
^o Jo J-I

SY = / dx/ dE/ dy Qi(X,E,-y)(})*(X,E,y). (6)
J J J

The adjoint formulation, Eqs. (5) and (6), was solved by Sigmund2 with the
moments method to obtain sputtering yields.

In our work6 9, like that of Bartine et al5, the multigroup form of the
previous equations was used. To obtain the multigroup formulation of Eqs.
(2) and (3), the energy range for the primaries is divided into NGi energy
segments or "groups", and the energy range for the secondaries is divided
into NG2 energy groups. The Boltzmann equation is then integrated over
energy group G, i.e. from E to E . Within each group, the flux is assumed
separable: S g - 1

(^(X.E.p) = $± G(X,y) W± G(E) for Ee (Eg, E ) . (7)

A set of equations of the following form then results for the primary
particles and for the secondary particles:

3<JV,(X,y) ^

EG-i W X ' ^ (8)

(X ,y f ) , for G = 1 NG .



(For simplicity, the subscript "i" has been omitted in this equation). All
terms in Eq. (8) have their standard multigroup definitions as given in
Reference 10, except for the continuous slowing down cross section,

S(E ) <j)(X,E ,y) S(E ) W (E )

(f)(X,E,y)dE / WG(E)dE

CSD
i.e., the reaction rate given by E_ <j>_(X,y) dxdy is the rate at which
charged particles slow down past E from group G in dx about X and dy
about y. S

EVALUATION OF THE MULTIGROUP PARAMETERS

To evaluate the multigroup parameters, the energy variation of the flux, i.e.,
WG(E) in Eq. 7, is needed. This difficulty is similar to that encountered
in all multigroup cross section generation codes.10 If enough energy groups
are used, calculated quantities such as sputtering yields will be independent
of Wg(E). However, with a suitable energy variation, the number of energy
groups can be reduced substantially.

Since relatively few charged particles escape the target, the energy vari-
ation of the flux can be approximated by that for an infinite system. Eq. (8)
is integrated over all X and over all y, ignoring the target surface:

+ > / du / dy1 ^.^(y'-nj)/ dx^.Cx.y'), (10)

G'=lJ-i J-i •/-«

where G is the source energy group and

/ "• / • • /
rQ-. ^ . dy c|)G(X,y). (11)

The differential scattering cross section is expanded in terms of the cosine
of the scattering angle, y0, as follows:

X/~~ vj

where Pĵ O-0 are Legendre polynomials. Using the addition theorem for
Legendre polynomials and their orthogonality properties11i the integral term
in Eq. 10 becomes

ft /•+! -+i /•«> G
] I dy / dy1 SG,^,(y'->y) / dx <f>G, (X,y') = \ J rio.g,

'=l J-\ J-i J-°° G'=l
(13)



m c u iiq. {.1U) yxexus

6(G-GS)

Note that the evaluation of $_ requires only the Po coefficients.

With (fu known, the energy variation of the flux, Wg(E), is determined as
follows. First, assume that the energy distribution of the flux within an
energy group is exponential:

WG(E) = C G E
-XG for E g < E < E _ r (15)

The parameters CG and XG are determined by requiring the flux at the center
of the energy group to be the average flux in the group,

and by requiring the fluxes to be continuous at the group boundaries. Since
WQ(E) is a weighting function, its normalization within the energy group is
not important. Therefore, only Xg is needed to obtain the multigroup
parameters. The previously mentioned conditions on WQ(E) lead to the following
expression for X_:

u

In

The calculational algorithm for the evaluation of the multigroup parameters
is performed in an iterative manner as follows:

1. An initial guess at the group fluxes, $Q, is made.
2. With Eq. (17), XQ is determined from the group fluxes and

the energy group structure.
3. Using XQ, the energy variation of the fluxes is determined

with Eq. (15).
4. With the energy variation, the multigroup parameters are

evaluated, e.g. Eq. (9).
5. Using Eq. (1A), the multigroup parameters are used to update

the group fluxes.

Steps 2 through 5 are repeated until the group fluxes converge. About five
iterations are required to obtain group fluxes to three significant figures.
Since only the Po coefficients are needed and no transport calculations are
required, this approach is considerably less time consuming than that pre-
viously used for our penetration distance calculations.7 It is also consid-
erably more accurate that the simple exponential weighting that was used in
our previous sputtering calculations.6



The integrations necessary to obtain the multigroup parameters are performed
numerically. To illustrate the procedure, consider evaluation of the fol-
lowing quantity:

.A*».y V W_(E) E(E)dE

G fE
I 8"i W_(E)dE
g

where WQ(E) is given by Eq. 15 and £(E) is an energy dependent cross section.
Let E(EJ vary roughly as E~m. Then,

\

= g . (18)

(l-X^-m) (E 1"^ - E 1"^)
G g-1 g

Since E m E(E) is approximately constant, the integrations in d(E " G~ m)
phase space can be performed with fewer intervals, N, than the integration
in dE phase space. Simpson's rule of integration is used in d(E^"^G-m)
phase space with N=10 for all numerical integrations in the multigroup
parameter evaluation routines. Appropriate values of m are discussed in the
next section.

DATA REPRESENTATION

DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS INTERACTIONS

In the previous sections, interactions with the nuclei of the slab material
were treated in the total interaction and inscatter terms of the Boltzmann
equation. Interactions with the electrons were treated in the continuous
slowing down term of the Boltzmann equation. This division is somewhat
arbitrary. Any interaction in which sufficiently small directional changes
of the incident particle occur can be treated with the continuous slowing
down term ("continuous interactions"). All interactions in which large
directional changes of the incident particle occur must be treated with the
total interaction and inscatter terms ("discrete interactions"). If all
nuclear interactions are treated as discrete interactions, many terms are
needed in the Legendre expansion of the differential cross section, Eq. 12.
To avoid these costly calculations, all interactions in which the incident
particle scatters through an angle less than a prescribed angle, 0m, are
treated as continuous interactions.

An expression for the minimum recoil atom energy, Tm^n, for discrete inter-
actions can be obtained as a function of G with an energy and momentum
balance as follows:



E = E1 + T . ,m m

(2EmJ% =(2E'm,)% cos 0 + (2 T . m 9 )
% cos 0, (19)

1 1 m m m 2.

(2T . m-)* sin 0 = (2E'm1)'^ sin 0 .m m 2 1 m

Then

c o s

or

T = Y Emin 1 •

where
(21)2 m m i tn f/ m \2 /m \ 2 "I %)

Y. = ^ - r 1 + — sin̂  0 - (1 + -i- sin20 - I — + l) sin20 }.
1 (m 1 +m 2)

2 I m2 m L\ m2 m/ Vm
2 /

 mJ I
The maximum recoil atom energy, T , for discrete interactions can"be obtained

. -. f i • max

in a similar fashion:
Tmax - ̂ 2 E • < 2 2 )

where
4 m. nu
(^)2 • (23)

DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION

In Sigmund's work2, the differential cross section for Thomas-Fermi inter-
actions was represented by the power approximation12,

da(E.T) = C E~m T"1"1" dT, (24)

where

2 / m , \ m / 2 Z , Z . e 2 ^ 2 m



m..,Z., = mass, charge of the incident particle

m2'^2 = mass, charge of the target particle

a12 = 0.4683 (ZJ
/3 + Z 2/ 3)"* A

(m,Xm)= (~, 1.309) for EA < E < Eg

= (£ , 0.327) for Efi < E < E c

= (1, 0.500) for E_, < E .
Li

For lower energies (E < E^), the differential cross section for Born - Mayer
interactions was also represented with a power approximation of the form of
Eq. 24 with (m,Xm) = (0,24). The transition energies E^, Eg, EQ were
determined by continuity of the nuclear stopping power, i.e.

Jn(E) = / Tda(E.T) = ̂  C y / m E1 2m . (25)

Equation (24)describes approximately the scattering from a potential of the
for r~1/fm.

For the moments method used by Sigmund2, simple expressions such as the
power approximation of Eq.(24)are useful. However, for the numerical multi-
group approach, more complex and more appropriate expressions for dc(E,T)
can be used without much edded difficulty. In our work, the Moliere
approximation13 of the Thomas - Fermi potential was implemented for the
entire energy range. This approach, based on classical potential scattering,
is the same as that used (for example) in the point-energy computer codes
MARLOWE11* and TRIM15. However, Eqs. (24) and (25) are used to obtain appro-
priate values of m for the numerical integrations required to generate the
multigroup parameters, Eq. (18).

STOPPING CROSS SECTION, S(E)

The continuous stopping cross section, S(E) is the energy lost between dis-
crete collisions per unit track-length of the particle. All energy losses
not included in the discrete loss terms (total interaction and inscatter) of
the Boltztnann equation must be included in the calculation of S(E), i.e., the
energy loss due to electronic interactions and the energy loss due to nuclear
interactions in which the incident particle scatters through an angle less
than 0m-

Electronic losses are calculated with the following expression1 **:

( 2 6 )

where

32 (m_e W . +
3* \ m 2 / \ ral



N = atom density of target material,

(me, e) = mass, charge of an electron.

The energy loss due to nuclear interactions in which the incident particle
scatters through an angle less than 9m is calculated with the following
expression:

S R (E) = N / T dcr(E,T), (27)

where Yl is given by Eq. 21. A numerical integration is required to evaluate
Sn(E).

SURFACE BINDING ENERGY

The planar potential barrier or work-function model to the surface binding
energy2 is used for all calculations:

U

U(U) = -JJ2" » (28)

where the heat of sublimitation17 is used for Uo. This model is supported by
the computer simulation studies of the ejection process by Jackson.18

COMPUTER CODE IMPLEMENTATION

After the multigroup cross sections are generated, we solve Eq. (8) with the
discrete ordinates code, ANISN19, or the Monte Carlo code, MORSE20. ANISN,
like TRIM, is a one-dimensional (spatial) code and therefore, cannot be used
to obtain multidimensional quantities such as the vector range. For these
effects, the three-dimensional code, MORSE,is used. The coupling between
primary and secondary equations via Q2 (see Eq. 2), is handled in the same
way that these codes treat coupled neutron and gamma ray problems, i.e. the
secondary particle energy groups are stacked below the primary particle groups.

In our earlier work6, no modifications were required to ANISN or MORSE. How-
ever, the realization that particles were not conserved with the original
procedure7 has necessitated minor changes to these codes. With either code,
*G + ^G ^ e n t e r ed in the cross section table at the position normally
occupied by the total cross section. For ANISN, EQ^J <PQ-I(X,V) is added to
the inscattering source term for group G if G is not the first primary nor
first secondary energy group. (There are no particles slowing down contin-
uously into these groups). For MORSE, at each collision a random number is
selected and compared to Eg /(Eg + Eg )• If the random number is greater
than this quantity, tracking proceeds in the normal fashion; if not, the
particle continues in the same direction that it entered the collision, but
is degraded to the next lower energy group. If this group is the first
secondary energy group, the history is terminated.

RESULTS

196

Using the techniques described in this paper, the problem of a 100 keV Au
atom slowing down in gold was analyzed with the multigroup codes ANISN and



MORSE. The penetration distance calculated with MORSE and ANISN were
98.8 ± 0.7A and 97.81, respectively. These values agreeowell with those
calculated by the point energy codes MARLOWE (92.5 ± 0.5A)and TRIM (94.7 ±
0.5A). In the MORSE, MARLOWE, and TRIM calculations, 10,000 histories were
followed. Although the computational time for the multigroi p calculations
was considerably faster than that of MARLOWE (about a factor of 17 when
cross section processing time is added to the multigroup transport calcu-
lation time), the one-dimensional TRIM code appears to run faster than any
of the other codes. However, no effort was made to optimize the multigroup
structure, P£ expansion, or Sn quadrature.

A somewhat related problem that was analyzed with these techniques is the
reflection of a beam of 100 keV l96Au atoms normally incident on a slab of
gold. The reflection coefficient calculated by TRIM is 0.018 ± 0.004 with
1000 histories. MORSE calculated a reflection coefficient for this problem
of 0.014 ± 0.001 with 10,000 histories. An ANISN calculation yielded a
reflection coefficient of 0.013 for this problem. TRIM ran in about half the
time needed by either ANISN or MORSE.

For the above problems, the infinite medium approximation that is used to
obtain a weighting function for the generation of the multigroup parameters
is clearly valid [see Eqs. (14)-(17)]. However, for problems with high
sputtering yields, this assumption may not be appropriate. To analyze the
validity of this assumption, a sputtering problem in which a 10 keV Ar atom
is normally incident on a copper slab was analyzed. Tables 1 and 2 show the
group fluxes as calculated with Eq. (14) using the infinite medium approxi-
mation, and those calculated by ANISN for the half-space problem (ANISN-1).
These results indicate that the target atom fluxes calculated with Eq. (14)
are about 12% higher than those calculated by ANISN. However, the fluxes
from Eq. (14) are used only to obtain the spectrum to weight the point-energy
cross sections. Since this spectrum is not significantly altered by the
infinite medium approximation, the effect of this approximation on the calcu-
lated sputtering yields and charged particle distributions will be small. To
demonstrate this point, the ANISN-calculated fluxes (ANISN-1 in Tables 1 and 2)
were used for 4>Q [Eq. (17)] to generate new multigroup parameters. With these
updated cross sections, a second ANISN calculation was performed. The resul-
ting fluxes are shown in Tables 1 and 2 (ANISN-2). These, fluxes are in good
agreement with those from the first ANISN calculation. The change in the
ANISN-calculated sputtering yield, from 5.00 for ANISN-1 to 4.98 for ANISN-2,
is not significant. The calculated yields are in good agreement with experi-
mentally obtained sputtering yields, i.e., 5.9 by Alman, et al21 and 4.8 by
Guseva22. Since the infinite medium assumption appears to be valid for a
relatively high sputtering yield problem, it should also be appropriate for
the light ion sputtering associated with CTR operation.

CONCLUSION

Multigroup transport methods have been applied to several charged particle
slowing down problems. Although Sigmund's transport model is used in this
work, the approximations in Sigmund's work that make it inapplicable to many
slowing down problems are avoided by the multigroup solution method.

With minor modifications, standard neutron and gamma ray computer codes have
been used to solve charged particle interaction problems. With the multi-
group discrete ordinates code, ANISN, determination of ion and target atom
distributions as functions of position, energy, and direction, can be obtained
without the stochastic error associated with atomistic computer codes such



as MARLOWE and TRIM. However, this deterministic code is limited to one
(spatial) dimensional problems. The multigroup Monte Carlo code, MORSE, with
its very general geometric capabilities, can be used to analyze complex
geometry problems that cannot be treated accurately by ANISN.

The multigroup approach enables calculation of the ion range distribution,
ion reflection coefficients, and ion sputtering yields. In fact, any prob-
lem concerning the interaction of energetic particles (ions and atoms) with
structureless (amorphous and polycrystalline) media can probably be treated
with these methods.
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Table 1. Ion Fluxes for Ar-Cu Sputtering Problem (A)

rgy Range (eV)

6740-1000
4540-6740
3060-4540
2060-3060
1390-2060
934-1390
629-934
424-629
287-424
192-287
130-192

87.3-130
58.8-87.3
39.6-58.8
26.7-39.6
18.0-26.7
12.1-18.0
8.15-12.1
5.49- 8.15
3.70- 5.49

<J>G(Eq. 14)

28.8
15.7
10.4
7.41
5.48
4.17
3.24
2.57
2.04
1.69
1.38
1.15
.970
.826
.709
.614
.534
.469
.412
.364

<j>G(ANISN-l)

29.4
16.0
10.5
7.43
5.46
4.12
3.18
2.51
1.99
1.64
1.34
1.12
.938
.799
.684
.593
.515
.452
.397
.351

<|)G(ANISN-2)

29.5
16.0
10.5
7.45
5.46
4.12
3.18
2.51
1.99
1.64
1.34
1.12
.938
.799
.685
.593
.515
.452
.397
.351



Table 2. Target Atom Fluxes for Ar-Cu Sputtering Problem (A)

rgy Range (eV)

753-9480
255-753
127-255
75.7-127
50.2-75.7
35.7-50.2
26.7-35.7
20.7-26.7
16.6-20.7
13.5-16.6
11.2-13.5
9.50-11.2
8.14-9.50
7.05-8.14
6.16-7.05
5.43-6.16
4.83-5.43
4.31-4.83
3.88-4.31
3.51-3.88

•G(Eq. 14)

186.
178.
193.
209.
223.
236.
247.
258.
267.
277.
283.
293.
298.
305.
314.
319.
320.
335.
332.
338.

<J>_(ANISN-1)

167.
159.
173.
187.
200.
211.
222.
231.
239.
248.
253.
262.
266.
273.
280.
285.
286.
300.
297.
302.

<J)G(ANISN-2)

165.
159.
173.
186.
199.
210.
221.
230.
238.
247.
252.
261.
265.
272.
279.
284.
285.
298.
295.
301.


